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Abstract

Medical imaging is an important means of detecting pathologies and illnesses. Pa-

tients with cancer are required to undergo medical scans - which means exposure to

radiation, and treatment by radiation therapy - where radiation is used to kill the cells

of a tumour (this is a larger dose of radiation and there is concern it may have adverse

effects), and understanding this risk and adverse effects is very important. This project

focuses on whether irradiating one lung will affect the other, using sheep as models and

Python(mainly skimage package) as the tool, following the method used in [1] .

1 INTRODUCTION

CT scans are commonly used to detect internal changes in the body. The current research

focuses on whether taking medical scans for one lung will affect the other (because of

the radiation). Since a CT scan takes an X-ray scan for each slice of the body to create a

3-d image, the first objective is to segment the lungs (in order to exclude all other body

parts). To do this, methods described in [2] were used. The data was collected from sheep.

After the segmentation, we flapped right side of the images and randomly sampled 4*4

pixel patches from each side of the lung (here we chose n=100 samples), and applied the

k-means clustering process (with k=35) on these patches to see whether the two lungs

were symmetrical or not, following [1].

2 AUTOMATIC LUNG SEGMENTATION IN CT IMAGES

Various techniques may be employed to carry out lung segmentation as mentioned in [2]

- "Thresholding, region growing, edge detection, ridge detection, morphological opera-

tions, fitting of geometrical models or functions, dynamic programming." However, in

our case, the edges were not clear and the surrounding information sometimes appeared

very similar to the lungs. Several techniques were deployed to produce satisfactory

images of both lungs without extraneous material.

2.1 Thresholding

Thresholding is a method that converts gray-scale images to binary images. It uses a

constant value T, and for each pixel, when its image intensity is lower than T, it converts

that pixel to white. Otherwise, it will convert the pixel to black.
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2.1.1 Otsu’s Method

From [4], we know that Otsu’s method assumes images are built up of two parts: a

background part and a foreground part. Using this method, first a histogram of the

gray-scale value is produced. We assume the higher peak is for the background part and

the lower peak is for the foreground part (which is the desired relationship). From the

graph shown below, we can see that there are two peaks.

Figure 1: Grey scale histogram for slice 140

Figure 2: Threshold value based on Otsu’s method for slice 140
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Figure 3: Grey scale histogram for slice 160

Figure 4: Threshold value based on Otsu’s method for slice 160

Otsu defined weighted sum of variances of the two parts is:

σ2
w (t ) =ω0(t )σ2

0(t )+ω1(t )σ2
1(t ) (1)

where σ2
0(t ) = (µ0 −µT )2, σ2

1(t ) = (µ1 −µT )2, ω0(t ) =Σt−1
i=0p(i ), ω1(t ) =ΣL−1

i=0 p(i ). µT is the

mean value of gray-scale of all pixels, µ0 is the mean value of gray-scale of all foreground

part pixels and µ1 is the mean value of gray-scale of all background part pixels. ω0(t ) is

the proportion of the foreground part and ω0(t ) is the proportion of the background part.
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This method is useful when the background part is obviously different. In the present

case, we can see this is true from the histogram shown above. However, there are other

pixels very close to the lung but which do not belong to the lung that are also thresholded,

which may be problematic.

According to the results, we could see that not all pixels in the lung are thresholded,

so we decided to use region growing afterwards.

2.2 Edge detection

Edge detection is a method that finds pixels where there is a sharp brightness change and

defines them as the edge. For edge detection, we used sobel. Sobel uses two 3*3 matrices

Figure 5: Binary erosion for thresholded slice 160

as kernels, one for detecting the horizontal edge and one for detecting vertical edges.

From [7], we know the two matrix is ’Gx =


+1 0 −1

+2 0 −2

+1 0 −1

∗ A, and Gy =


+1 +2 +1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

∗

A, where ∗ here is convolution.’ Convolution here means multiply each term and add up

each terms of the result matrix.

e.g:


a1,1 a1,2 a1,3

a2,1 a2,2 a2,3

a3,1 a3,2 a3,3

∗


b1,1 b1,2 b1,3

b2,1 b2,2 b2,3

b3,1 b3,2 b3,3

= a1,1∗b1,1+a1,2∗b1,2+a1,3∗b1,3+a2,1∗

b2,1 +a2,2 ∗b2,2 +a2,3 ∗b2,3 +a3,1 ∗b3,1 +a3,2 ∗b3,2 +a3,3 ∗b3,3

We can get the value for each pixel by G = 2
√

G2
x +G2

y .

The resulting edge is at some points strong and at some points light, so it is a good

technique for use with an image that has a lot of noise points.
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2.3 Morphological Operations

Morphological operations are non-linear operations depend on morphological features.

Here, we mainly used binary dilation binary closing and label from [3].

2.3.1 Binary Erosion

Binary erosion is an erosion operation for binary images. For each pixel erosion, a 3*3

pixel area around the pixel is selected and the smallest value in this area is used to replace

the value of this pixel [3]. From [6], we define ’

AªB = {z ∈ E |Bz ⊆ A} (2)

where E is a Euclidean space, A is a binary image in E, B is the structuring element and

Bz = {b + z|b ∈ B},∀z ∈ E ’.

Figure 6: Binary erosion for thresholded slice 160

2.3.2 Binary Dilation

Binary dilation is a dilation operation for binary images. For each pixel erosion, a 3*3

pixel area is selected around the pixel and the largest value in this area is used to replace

the value of this pixel [3].

From [5], we define ’

A⊕B = ⋃
b∈B

Ab (3)
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where E is a Euclidean space, A is a binary image in E, B is the structuring element and

Ab is the translation of A by b’.

Figure 7: Binary dilation for thresholded slice 160

2.3.3 Binary Closing

Binary closing is closing operation for binary images. ’Closing operation is defined as a

dilation followed by an erosion[8]’, which can connect ’1’(true) points and remove small

’0’(false) area.

Figure 8: Binary closing for thresholded slice 160
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2.3.4 Remove Small Objects

This method can remove small objects of given sizes. This method was deployed several

times. Changing the given size from small to large removes noise points.

2.3.5 Label

Label can divide the image into parts and label it according to numbers. Using this

method, we can automatically segment the lungs out.

Figure 9: Labeled image and binary image after label

2.4 Conclusion

Methods used included Sobel, Otsu’s thresholding method, binary dilation, binary closing

(several times) and label. However, when imaging some slices, other organs were very

close to the right lung, so we recorded the locations of three points for some slices, put

them in polynomial functions to get the location for all slices and connected them into

two lines to remove the bottom part of the lines. In figure 7 (R), we can see the final

segmentation result.
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3 SAMPLE IMAGES

We randomly chose 100 samples of 4 * 4 pixels patch (in [1] they used 3 * 3-mm) for each

side of the lung to enable clustering by recording the middle points’ coordinates and the

limit of x-axes and y-axes for some slices and expressed them in polynomial functions to

get the value for all slices. However, for some slices, other organs, such as the stomach,

were very close to the lung and pixels from other organs were sampled as well. This may

cause the clustering results to be incorrect (examples are given in next section).

4 CLUSTERING

We used k-means clustering for 35 clusters. As mentioned previously, for some slices

points from other organs were also sampled, an example is given below (slice 160).

Figure 10: Clustering of slice 150(L) and slice 160(R)

The left hand graph (slice 150) shows a pattern. For examples, purple squares are

always on the top side of the lungs, purple triangles, green circles and blue diamonds are

always in the middle of the lungs, while red squares are always on the side of the lungs.

We can see this pattern for this graph (slice 140) as well. When we combine everything

together and use the asymptotic χ2 test, we may discover something significant. However,

currently the segmenting of some slices is unsuccessful.
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Figure 11: Clustering of slice 140

5 CODE

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import pydicom as pdcm

import glob

import numpy as np

from skimage import img_as_float

from skimage.segmentation import active_contour

from skimage.morphology import binary_closing,remove_small_objects

from skimage.morphology import

binary_dilation,dilation,erosion,closing

from skimage.filters import threshold_otsu,gaussian,median,sobel

import sklearn

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans

from skimage.morphology import label

from skimage.measure import find_contours

def readfiles(dirname):

# Use the glob module to list all of the dcm files in the

# image directory:

filenames = glob.glob(dirname+’/*.dcm’)
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filenames.sort()

# Make a master and temprorary sequence list to hold the image data

# from each sequence as we work through the files.

image_master = []

image_seq = []

# Take the first data file and set up ready for a loop through

them all:

dataset = pdcm.dcmread(filenames[0])

curr_seq_no =

int(str(dataset.data_element(’SeriesNumber’)).split(’:

’)[-1].replace("’",""))

image_seq.append(dataset.pixel_array[:,:])

# Work through the list of files reading them in and

# adding the image to our temporary list while it is in the same

sequence,

# and then adding the sequence to the master list when the full

sequence has

# been read:

for i,file in enumerate(filenames[1:]):

dataset = pdcm.dcmread(file)

seq_no =

int(str(str(dataset.data_element(’SeriesNumber’)).split(’:

’)[-1].replace("’","")))

if seq_no == curr_seq_no:

image_seq.append(dataset.pixel_array[:,:])

else:

image_master.append(np.array(image_seq))

image_seq = []

image_seq.append(dataset.pixel_array[:,:])

curr_seq_no = seq_no

# Print the size of the master list:

print(’Read %d sequences.’ %len(image_master))
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return image_master

image_master = readfiles(’ED980_251016’)

# Pull an image sequence array from the master list:

image_array = image_master[2]

# Print shape of image array to know the number of images in the

sequence:

print(image_array.shape)

# Compute a polynomial function for the region of right lung(for

slice 154-172)

slice = [154, 159, 164, 169, 172]

a_x = [247.43, 248.931, 250.095, 253.607, 256.986]

a_y = [192.18, 200.796, 202.987, 207.662, 210.986]

b_x = [302.789, 296.136, 291.187, 292.77, 294.876]

b_y = [185.855, 194.711, 197.968, 205.838, 213.398]

c_x = [341.474, 350, 342.128, 338.098, 336.487]

c_y = [210.491, 230, 237.551, 245.154, 248.392]

seg_ax = np.polyfit(slice,a_x,4)

seg_bx = np.polyfit(slice,b_x,4)

seg_cx = np.polyfit(slice,c_x,4)

seg_ay = np.polyfit(slice,a_y,4)

seg_by = np.polyfit(slice,b_y,4)

seg_cy = np.polyfit(slice,c_y,4)

# Compute a polynomial function for the centre

sl = [123, 165, 180, 195, 205, 215,262, 265,266,271]

x_lc = [198.695, 195.418, 200.594, 182.348,

194.66,196.066,208.563,219.026,213.46,224.799]
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y_lc = [138.991, 156.936, 177.555, 188.205, 190.501,195.423,256.525,

213.35,263.648,261.918]

lc_x = np.polyfit(sl, x_lc, 5)

lc_y = np.polyfit(sl, y_lc, 5)

sl_llt = [123, 165, 205, 215, 277]

x_llt = [28.5125, 48.651,38.373, 29.7935, 14.0805]

y_llt = [22.314, 57.218, 69.8475, 67.9195, 12.2755]

llt_x = np.polyfit(sl_llt, x_llt, 4)

llt_y = np.polyfit(sl_llt, y_llt,4)

sr = [123, 155, 165, 180, 195, 245, 255, 265,271]

x_rc = [260.596, 276.486, 288.958, 289.899, 284.233, 266.526,

268.637, 269.156, 261.918]

y_rc = [126.974, 148.168, 156.044, 169.063, 182.445, 200.801,

215.146, 238.323, 248.466]

rc_x = np.polyfit(sr, x_rc, 4)

rc_y = np.polyfit(sr, y_rc,4)

sr_rlt = [123, 155, 165, 245, 255, 265]

x_rlt = [9.085, 54.5555, 54.775, 23.389, 14.5465, 12.6495]

y_rlt = [10.2005, 43.6445, 57.837, 40.1475, 32.517, 22.927]

rlt_x = np.polyfit(sr_rlt, x_rlt, 4)

rlt_y = np.polyfit(sr_rlt, y_rlt,4)

# Pull a particular image from the sequence and convert it to a

# float image (scaled 0->1):

imagegr = np.zeros((301,512,512))

for m in range(301):

image = image_array[m,:,:]

imagegr[m] = img_as_float(image)
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for a in range(154,172):

seg_x_1 = [np.polyval(seg_ax,a),np.polyval(seg_bx,a)]

seg_x_2 = [np.polyval(seg_bx,a),np.polyval(seg_cx,a)]

seg_y_1 = [np.polyval(seg_ay,a),np.polyval(seg_by,a)]

seg_y_2 = [np.polyval(seg_by,a),np.polyval(seg_cy,a)]

seg_1 = np.polyfit(seg_x_1,seg_y_1,1)

seg_2 = np.polyfit(seg_x_2,seg_y_2,1)

b_app = int(round(np.polyval(seg_bx,a)))

for b in range(238,b_app):

c_region_1 = int(round(np.polyval(seg_1,b)))

for c in range(c_region_1,512):

imagegr[a,c,b] = 0

for b in range(b_app,512):

c_region_2 = int(round(np.polyval(seg_2,b)))

for c in range(c_region_2,512):

imagegr[a,c,b] = 0

boundaryimage = np.zeros((301,512,512))

extraimage = np.zeros((301,512,512))

for i in range(112,278):

blur = median(imagegr[i])

edge = sobel(imagegr[i])

thresh = threshold_otsu(imagegr[i])

binary = imagegr[i] <= thresh

closed = binary_closing(binary_dilation(binary))

closed = remove_small_objects(binary,min_size=1,connectivity=2)

closed = binary_closing(binary_dilation(binary_closing(closed)))

closed = remove_small_objects(closed,min_size=3,connectivity=2)

closed = binary_closing(binary_dilation(binary_closing(closed)))

closed= binary_closing(binary_dilation(closed))

closed = remove_small_objects(closed,min_size=5,connectivity=2)

closed =binary_closing(closed)

closed = remove_small_objects(closed,min_size=10,connectivity=2)
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closed = binary_closing(closed)

boundaryimage[i,:,:] = closed[:,:]

extraimage[i,:,:] = closed[:,:]

lab = np.zeros((301,512,512))

for s in range(112,278):

lab[s,:,:] = label(boundaryimage[s,:,:],connectivity=2)

segment1 = np.zeros((301,512,512))

segment2 = np.zeros((301,512,512))

segment3 = np.zeros((301,512,512))

for n in range(112,278):

centrel_y = np.polyval(lc_y,n)

centrer_y = np.polyval(rc_y,n)

centrel_x = np.polyval(lc_x,n)

centrer_x = np.polyval(rc_x,n)

i = int(centrel_y)

j = int(centrel_x)

l = lab[n,i,j]

segment1[n,:,:] = lab[n,:,:]==l

i = int(centrer_y)

j = int(centrer_x)

l = lab[n,i,j]

segment2[n,:,:] = lab[n,:,:]==l

segment3[n,:,:] =

binary_closing(binary_dilation(binary_dilation(segment1[n,:,:]+segment2[n,:,:])))

imagegr[n,:,:] = imagegr[n,:,:] * segment3[n,:,:]

#Clustering
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samples = []

samplesxy=[]

for s in range(123,272):

centrel = (np.polyval(lc_x,s),np.polyval(lc_y,s))

centrer = (np.polyval(rc_x,s),np.polyval(rc_y,s))

xlim_l = np.polyval(llt_x,s)

ylim_l = np.polyval(llt_y,s)

xlim_r = np.polyval(rlt_x,s)

ylim_r = np.polyval(rlt_y,s)

N_samples = 100

for i in range(N_samples):

Flag = True

counter = 0

while Flag and counter<1000:

m =

int(round(np.random.uniform(low=centrel[0]-xlim_l,high=centrel[0]+xlim_l)))

k =

int(round(np.random.uniform(low=centrel[1]-ylim_l,high=centrel[1]+ylim_l)))

if imagegr[s,k,m] > 0.001:

Flag = False

print(’Success!’,boundaryimage[s,k,m])

counter+=1

samples.append(np.fliplr(imagegr[s,k-2:k+2,m-2:m+2]).flatten())

samplesxy.append([s,k,m])

# Sample the right side...

Flag = True

counter = 0

while Flag and counter<1000:

m_r =

int(round(np.random.uniform(low=centrer[0]-xlim_r,high=centrer[0]+xlim_r)))

k_r =

int(round(np.random.uniform(low=centrer[1]-ylim_r,high=centrer[1]+ylim_r)))
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if imagegr[s,k_r,m_r] > 0.001:

Flag = False

print(’Success!’,imagegr[s,k,m])

counter+=1

samples.append(imagegr[s,k_r-2:k_r+2,m_r-2:m_r+2].flatten())

samplesxy.append([s,k_r,m_r])

clustering = KMeans(n_clusters = 35, random_state = 0).fit(samples)

#generate the marker_list and color_list

marker_list = []

color_list = []

for i in range(35):

if i%5==1:

marker_list.append(’x’)

elif i%5==2:

marker_list.append(’o’)

elif i%5==3:

marker_list.append(’^’)

elif i%5==4:

marker_list.append(’s’)

else:

marker_list.append(’D’)

c_list = [’b’, ’g’, ’r’, ’c’, ’m’, ’y’, ’k’]

c_counter = 0

for c in range(35):

color_list.append(c_list[c_counter])

c_next = c + 1

if c_next%7==0:

c_counter +=1

s = 154 #choose the slice you want to see
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fig1 = plt.figure(1)

ax = fig1.add_subplot(111)

ax.imshow(imagegr[s,:,:],cmap = plt.cm.bone)

for i,sample in enumerate(samplesxy):

if sample[0] == s:

ax.plot(sample[2:3],sample[1:2],marker=marker_list[clustering.labels_[i]],color=color_list[clustering.labels_[i]])

plt.show()
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